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Chapter 2501 Mission 
Seeing the elderly man, everyone was shocked, completely unprepared to 
discover that Tanner, the leader of the formidable Evil Heart Sect, possessed 
a benevolent and gentle countenance. 

Even Malphas, who had faithfully followed Tanner for years, was caught off 
guard, his eyes widening as he beheld Tanner’s face for the first time. 

“Mr. Sanders, w-what is going on?” 
Kai could barely hide his shock. It looks like Mr. Sanders knows Lord Tanner 
of the Evil Heart Sect. He could even call out his name. Mr. Sanders also 
mentioned that the Spiritual Energy Restoration Formation is nothing but a 
scam. What is going on? 
“Don’t you understand? Is it not clear by now who set up the Spiritual Energy 
Restoration Formation?” Arthur asked. 
“Divine Quest Sect set it up,” came Kai’s answer. 

“Divine Quest Sect may have established the formation, but isn’t it peculiar 
that Lord Tanner of Evil Heart Sect possesses the ability to activate it?” Arthur 
queried. 

Kai was thrown into confusion, finding his brain muddled. 
Soon, he seemed to realize something as he gazed at Rudy in shock. “I-Is he 
the sect leader of Divine Quest Sect?” 
He recalled how he used the Wordless Tome to witness the events within the 
secret realm of Divine Quest Sect. 
Initially, the sect had appeared tranquil and undisturbed. However, in the blink 
of an eye, the people vanished, replaced by an eerie congregation of stone 
statues, alongside the supposed Spiritual Energy Restoration Formation. 

Instead of answering Kai’s question, Arthur turned to Rudy. “Is it worth it to 
sacrifice everyone in the sect to set up this formation and scheme for years in 
Evil Heart Sect?” 

“Of course. You don’t understand, but this is my mission,” Rudy replied. 

“Mission?” Arthur frowned as a scowl crept up his face. “Did you seriously 
sacrifice that many people for your mission to save someone who deserved to 
die? Do you know how many people you’ve killed?” 



Arthur glanced at the dead bodies on the ground, courtesy of Rudy. 
“Cease your attempts to sway my decision. I will not waver,” Rudy declared 
resolutely. “Certain matters lack definitive truths, and there are forces that 
cannot be halted indefinitely!” 
Following his proclamation, the radiant sunshine faded, giving way to an 
ominous darkness. 

From within the abyss, a sinister black mist materialized, coalescing into an 
enormous face. Its piercing eyes glowed with an otherworldly brilliance. 
As the ominous face materialized, an overwhelming sense of foreboding 
enveloped everyone present. 
The face’s mouth widened, giving passage to a bronze coffin that soared 
forth. Upon the arrival of the coffin, the motionless stone statues scattered 
across the ground began to quiver. 
Eight radiant glows of various hues burst forth from the statues, converging in 
mid-air and enveloping the bronze coffin. 

The kaleidoscope of colors blanketed the metallic casket, suspending it 
weightlessly in the atmosphere. The eight stone statues slowly disappeared 
as Josephine and the rest came tumbling out of the statues. 

“Josephine!” 
Kai hurriedly approached Josephine and the others; his concern etched 
across his face as he carefully assessed their condition. 
Though their auras appeared feeble, indicating their depleted strength, he was 
relieved to find no immediate danger befalling them. 

“Mr. Sanders, what is going on?” Kai was utterly baffled. 

He wasn’t the only one, for the others at the scene were equally perplexed, 
particularly those from Evil Heart Sect, such as Quindon and his comrades. 
They had blindly followed Tanner, believing him to be their esteemed leader 
solely for the sake of the Spiritual Energy Restoration Formation. 
Little did they know that Tanner was none other than Rudy, the sect leader of 
Divine Quest Sect. This revelation left them feeling betrayed and deceived. 

Malphas, who had closely interacted with Tanner, felt a profound sense of 
realization as the truth finally dawned upon him. He recognized that he had 
been naively trusting Tanner’s words, unaware of the lies woven by the 
enigmatic figure. 
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Chapter 2502 My Life 

Instead of answering Kai’s question, Arthur asked, “Can you sense the aura of 
the face in the air?” 

Kai nodded. “Yes.” 
Arthur commanded, “Focus on sensing it.” 

Kai shut his eyes, allowing the spiritual sense in his brain to spread out to 
sense the aura of the human face. 
Shortly after, Kai furrowed his brows as cold sweat formed on his brows. 
“Tell me. What did you sense?” Arthur inquired. 

“The face’s aura is strange. It is complicated, seemingly encompassing a lot of 
things. I even sense my own aura entwined within its own aura!” Kai said in 
anguish. 
“This face is made up of your auras. Your fighting auras, anger, and the souls 
of the dead people were absorbed into this face. You managed to rescue 
those people from the Evil Heart Sect’s dungeon because Rudy allowed it. If 
he hadn’t wanted you to save anyone, do you think you would have been able 
to save them with your own strength? Think about it. Why were those people 
from the Eight Major Secret Realms locked up on the third level of the 
dungeon? Are they really that important? Actually, they’re not important at all. 
Rudy purposely locked them up on the third level because you would have to 
pass through the first two levels to reach the third level, which would result in 
saving everyone in the first two levels. He wants you to save them and bring 
them here. The disciples of Evil Heart Sect were just pawns to him, and their 
lives didn’t matter because they would become his resources no matter what. 
I don’t know if you can understand, but please remember that those from the 
Ethereal Realm are even more com 
plex than you can imagine.” 
Kai stood frozen after hearing Arthur’s revelation. It all made sense now—why 
his rescue mission had gone so smoothly, why the relatives of Quindon and 
others were imprisoned on the third level, and why the Ethereal Realm 
inhabitants were held captive in the Evil Heart Sect’s dungeon. 

Those from Evil Heart Sect, including Malphas, Quindon, and the like, stared 
at Rudy in shock. 

They had no idea they were pawns leading up to today’s events. 



They stared at the dead bodies, feeling their hearts being stabbed by needles. 
“Why? Why did he plan this for so long? What is his goal?” Kai was utterly 
confused. 

Rudy showed no concern for his own sect’s disciples and had been 
masquerading as Tanner to control Evil Heart Sect for decades. He had even 
kept Quindon and others in the dark all these years. Kai couldn’t fathom what 
Rudy’s objective was. 

“That’s because he wants to revive the person in the bronze coffin,” Arthur 
said, raising his head slowly to gaze at the bronze coffin blanketed in an array 
of colorful lights. 

Kai cast a curious glance at the bronze coffin. “What could be inside that 
coffin that made Rudy go to such lengths to plan this intricate scheme?” 
All eyes turned to Arthur, their curiosity piqued about the individual inside the 
bronze coffin who held enough significance for Rudy to keep his true identity 
hidden for such a long time. 
A faint smile formed on Arthur’s lips. “That’s not information you should be 
aware of. The truth will be revealed in due time by someone else.” 

With that, Arthur shifted his focus to Rudy. “I came here to put an end to your 
actions. How dare you unleash this bronze coffin?” 
Rudy let out an icy bark of laughter. “You won’t be able to stop me. The 
formation has been activated, and the eight auras belonging to unique 
constituents have entered the bronze coffin. No one can stop me!” 
“Now that I’m here, I’m confident that I can put a stop to your actions,” Arthur 
said confidently. 
“How would you do that?” Rudy asked. 

“By sacrificing my life.” 
After Rudy heard Arthur’s answer, his expression changed abruptly. 
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Chapter 2503 Stop 
“I won’t let you succeed. I’ve planned this for decades, and I won’t let you stop 
me!” Rudy declared. 

Jumping into the air, he swiftly performed a sequence of hand seals, causing 
an eight trigrams image to materialize and envelop the colossal face. 



The expression on the face transformed incessantly until it ultimately 
contorted in rage and unleashed a fiery blast directly at the bronze coffin. 
The vibrant rays intertwined with the blast from the face’s mouth, resulting in 
the bronze coffin trembling violently. Soon after, a terrifying aura began to 
emanate from within the bronze coffin. 
Seeing that, Arthur waved his sleeves. A gust of wind appeared out of 
nowhere, blowing Rudy backward. 
“I won’t let you succeed. If the person in this bronze coffin gets revived, the 
mundane world will welcome its doomsday,” Arthur uttered. 

Bounding onto the bronze coffin, he retrieved a bronze mirror and directed the 
light to shine upon it. The light bounced off the mirror’s surface, aiming toward 
the face. 
Upon being struck by the reflection, the face contorted and distorted. 
Simultaneously, Arthur’s bronze mirror started displaying a series of diverse 
scenes. 
Within those scenes, countless treasures floated and radiated luminosity. A 
mix of charms and magecraft merged, generating a brilliant and radiant glow. 
As Arthur positioned the bronze mirror to intercept the light, the colorful rays 
from the bronze coffin illuminated his back. His eyes twitched at the sensation, 
yet he remained steadfast, refusing to budge an inch. 

“I won’t let you stop my plan!” Rudy roared as he charged toward Arthur. 
However, Arthur remained unmoving. 
“Mr. Sanders!” 
At that, Kai instinctively ran toward him. 

A golden armor covered Kai’s body, and the Dragonslayer Sword in his hands 
let out a roar. 
Kai positioned himself in front of Arthur, brandishing his sword. 
A magnificent golden dragon surged forth, its form crafted from the formidable 
energy of Kai’s sword. With unwavering determination, the golden dragon 
soared directly toward Tanner. 

However, Tanner appeared unfazed and nonchalantly waved his hand, 
dispelling the sharp sword energy and causing the golden dragon to vanish 
into thin air. 

Simultaneously, an immense force collided with Kai, striking him squarely in 
the body. 
Kai’s sturdy Golem Body shattered, crumbling into powder that dispersed with 
the wind. 



His body was flung backward, hurtling through the air before crashing heavily 
onto the ground. 
“Kai!” 

Everyone gazed at him nervously as his body was already dozens of meters 
underground. 
“Master!” 
Feenix whirled in a mesmerizing display, transforming back into her majestic 
phoenix form. With powerful flaps of her wings, she soared through the air, 
emanating waves of scorching fire from her beak as she advanced toward 
Rudy. 

Quindon, Josephine, and the rest quickly rushed to save Kai from the crater. 
Even Malphas grew nervous as he glanced at Kai’s unmoving body. He, like 
the others, didn’t want Kai to die. 
The core members of Evil Heart Sect realized that their leader had deceived 
them by assuming a false identity and manipulating them into sacrificing their 
lives for his own scheme. Their fighting spirit drained away as they came to 
this realization, and they ceased their combat, no longer willing to fight. 
Once Kai was rescued, he widened his eyes. Though his expression seemed 
angry, there was no visible sign of injury on his body. 

Rising to his feet, Kai was resolute in his determination to protect Arthur from 
Rudy’s harm. 

However, as he stepped forward, he couldn’t suppress a cough, spewing forth 
a mouthful of blood that made his face paler than before. 
“Kai!” Josephine quickly supported him as a worried look crossed her face. 

Right then, the roar belonging to the phoenix reverberated in the air. 

A loud crash was then heard. Everyone rushed to the scene and saw Feenix’s 
body crashing to the ground, causing it to revert back to human form. 
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Chapter 2504 Insignificant Beings 
Kai panicked when he saw Feenix getting defeated. 
“We can’t let him stop Arthur. Otherwise, the entire mundane world will suffer!” 
Kai roared. 



Just as he was preparing to break free from Josephine’s grasp and rush 
toward Rudy, Zelda abruptly materialized, swiftly advancing directly toward 
Rudy. 

“Kai, you’re seriously injured. Let me do it…” 
After leaving Kai in Melanie’s hands, Josephine leaped into the air. 
“Count me in!” Aislin also soared into the air. 
Kai had saved their lives, so Aislin couldn’t just stand back and do nothing. 

“Lin!” 
Quindon quickly said, “Given the circumstances that we’re facing, it’s crucial 
that we unite our efforts to prevent the destruction of the mundane world.” 
He stepped forward boldly, followed by Windmist, Angus, and the rest. 
“Let’s go. This man has imprisoned us for far too long. It’s time for us to seek 
revenge.” With unwavering resolve, Ezra took the lead, urging his comrades 
to charge forward alongside him. 

The members of Evil Heart Sect were left behind, looking at each other 
helplessly. 
Malphas raised his arms and declared, “Friends, we’ve been lied to for years. 
We need to demand an explanation. If the mundane world gets destroyed, we 
will also die. Let’s go!” 
Under his leadership, the members of Evil Heart Sect also leaped into the air. 

These people formed a wall in front of Arthur, stopping Rudy from coming any 
closer. 
Rudy directed a cold and disdainful gaze toward the assembled crowd. “You 
are nothing but insignificant beings. Do you honestly believe you can bring me 
down?” 

He dismissed their united forces, confident that he could effortlessly defeat 
them all. 

Zelda swung her sword out, and the rest also began to attack Rudy. 
A deluge of magecraft, spiritual energies, and weapons poured relentlessly 
upon Rudy. 

Yet, Rudy responded with nothing more than a disdainful snort. A faint 
luminous aura enveloped his body, effortlessly dispersing all incoming attacks. 

With a simple wave of his hand, he unleashed a formidable force, directing it 
straight at the crowd. 



The impact was devastating, scattering the crowd in all directions. Many were 
flung to the ground; their lives abruptly snuffed out by the overwhelming power 
of Rudy’s assault. 

Despite their sheer numbers, they were no match for Rudy. 

While Ezra and the others possessed considerable power, the years of 
captivity had taken a toll on them. Their injuries hindered their ability to 
unleash their full potential. 

Arthur was still slowly blocking the glow, but his expression was grim, and his 
aura was disappearing visibly. 

“I said, no one can stop my plan!” 

Rudy narrowed his gaze and directed an attack on Arthur. 

Right when Rudy took action, he felt his vision go black as a huge bell fell 
upon him. 

Rudy’s body was trapped inside as the bell brought him hurtling downward. 

Boom! 

The Dragon Bell fell to the ground, entrapping Rudy inside. 

“Dragon Bell!” 

Quindon and the rest could barely hide their shock when they saw the Dragon 
Bell. They quickly turned to look at Kai. 

A crimson emblem blazed on Kai’s forehead, emanating a vibrant glow. 
Simultaneously, the draconic essence within his body also radiated with 
intense brilliance. 

Kai’s eyes turned a fiery red as he tightly grasped the hammer, swiftly 
advancing toward the Dragon Bell with determination. 

“Is Kai burning his blood essence? Does he have a death wish?” 

The elders of Divine Smithing Sect were shocked to see Kai burning his blood 
essence. 



After reaching the Dragon Bell, Kai hit it with all his might. 

Chime! 

The Dragon Bell let out a loud peal. Even Quindon and the rest, who were a 
distance away, covered their ears instinctively. 
One could imagine how loud it was inside the Dragon Bell. 
Despite getting trapped inside the Dragon Bell, Rudy burst out laughing. 
“Dragon Bell is a great weapon, but you are not able to unleash its full 
potential.” 
Clearly, the Dragon Bell didn’t affect him at all. 

 


